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INTRODUCTION
The Project
History
This study is a part of the general project of the Iowa
Agricultural Eiqperiment Station, "An Investigation of Farm
Building Losses Due to Wind and Fire."
The investigation was undertaken as a major project in
the year 1930. Since then the work has been pursued in sev
eral fields of activity. Briefly, the work in connection with
this division of the project may be summarized as follows:
1. Field observations of wind damage
2. Statistical study of wind losses to Iowa farm
buildings
3. Aerodynamic studies of wind pressure distribution on
farm buildings
4* Structural analysis involving wind loads, dead
loads, and combination of dead and wind loads
Laboratory tests of model structures subjected
to loads approximating actual loading conditions
6. Building designs and recommendations applicable
to Iowa conditions.
The statistical study and field observations of wind
damage have shown very definitely the need for more
-11-
wind-resistant construction.
The aerodynamio phase of the problem has been confined
largely to adapting the results of other investigators with
regard to the nature and distribution of wind pressure.
Proper shape to provide stability under dead loads and
the determination of reactions and bending moments have been
the objectives for the structiiral analysis. Severeil funda
mental assumptions are usually necessary before a structural
analysis can be coinpleted. These assumptions are necessary
because of the indeterminate nature of most farm buildings.
The closer these assiimptions can approach actual field con
ditions the more valuable the solution.
The laboratory work consists of detailed study and tests
of conventional types of barn rafters. Also, conventional
methods of Joining members have been studied in detail. After
field observations disclose certain weataiesses, equipment ia
designed and constructed to place loads on model structures
similar to that imposed by the wind. Design calculations are
checked and verified, and various suggested in^irovements are
tested, in an attempt to secure economical eind practical de
sign euid construction standards. Building plans and recom-.-
mendations are then issued according to the results of these
tests.
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Purpose
The p\irpose of this division of the project is to formu
late practical and economical building design and construction
standards that will reduce the losses resulting from wind
damage.
Justification for the Present Study
The statistical studies seem to indicate that some basic
studies of barn roof design are necessary before such struc
tures can be made satisfactory as well as economical.
The Iowa Mutual Tornado Insurance Association alone paid
claims euaounting to $731,152.15 in 1936 and has paid average
annual claims for the past nine years of $323,308.6?. This
high annual wind damage to Iowa farm buildings indicates a
very real need for in5)roved design and careful construction
of farm buildings in order that these losses may be reduced
to a minimum.
For the four-year period 1930 to 1933» wind damage to
barns accounts for over 55 per cent of the total losses to
farm buildings. Since the bam is by far the largest single
item of loss and since our efforts can be directed more ef
fectively to a single item rather than to a number of items,
the barn has received the major portion of the attention.
However, no less effort should be directed towards reducing
the damage to minor buildings.
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Barn roof trusses are generally classified under three
general headings, namely: (1) gable, (2) garabrel, and (3)
Cxothio. During the past few years the Gothic roof has en
joyed a wide popularity# This is due to the pleasing appear
ance and clear mow space it provides, as well as to economy
of materials and labor for its construction. There are ap-
proxmately 42 board feet of l\imber in a 36-foot curved rafter
of the type investigated by Test (17), 35 board feet of which
are above the plate line. The braced rafters as tested by
Pickard (I4) contain an average of 46 board feet. The use of
the glued, laminated rafter allows a 24 per cent saving in
material*
During a recent field trip severeil Iowa farmers were
interviewed personally. Every farmer was interested in the
Gothic arch bearn. They expressed the opinion that if the
curved roof barn were made as strong as the braced rafter
roof their preference would be for the curved roof.
Field observations have shown that a great many barns
made by using laminated, bent rafters have sagged at the
ridge. Experience has indicated that this condition is
wholly unnecessairy provided oare is exercised in their design
and construction. Investigation of such failures has shown
the cause to be, for the most part, improper shape, slippage
between laminations, and slighting of materials in construction
The ideal shape for a curved roof barn would be such
that the line of thrust of the loads falls within the
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boundaries of the material. This result cannot be accom
plished when the rafters are circular.
Slippage between laminations is possible when the raf
ters are constructed by using only nails to fasten the lamina
tions together. Bolts add to the strength and stiffness of
laminated rafters, but a l/4-inoh bolt hole removes 14*3 per
cent of the cross-sectional area of the member. The use of
glue in leuainated rafter construction increases the stiffness
of the rafter more than any other type of fastening. The
effect of the glue is to give the laminated rafters an elas
ticity similar to that of solid timbers. This investigation
is concerned with the proper amount and location of the ma
terial in the rafter.
The more recent design of the glued rafter calls for
sections extending from the sill to the ridge. This con
struction requires a rafter approximately 36'-0" in length.
In using lumber of standard dimensions, it becomes necessary
to have joints in the rafter section. These joints materi
ally weaken the rafter. How much these joints affect the
strength and elastic properties of the rafter is a question
to be answered by this investigation.
General objectives
From the foregoing discussion it is evident that a great
deal of research work has already been conducted in connection
with this project. The six fields of activity indicate the
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magnitude and scope of this important problem. Information
has been accumulating in the form of several theses during
the years since 1930. Naturally such information has not
been correlated with more recent experience in the field.
The increased popularity of the Gtothic arch barn roof, with
its pleasing appearance, clear mow space, and saving in
materials, indicates the need for continued research and
investigation.
The general objectives set forth for this study are en\2m-
erated as follows:
1. To summarize the work of previous investigators
2. To study the elastic properties of glued,
laminated rafter sections
-16-
HISTORICAL
History of Bam Framing
Braced rafter roof
The wood-frame construction of the modern bam has been
a gradual evolution from the early barns of New England and
the Central European countries. These early bams were mas
sively framed affairs using lumber sawed or hewn from native
trees. The heavy hewn timbers used by our forefathers have
been hard to supplant.
The increasing scarcity of suitable timber and the de
mand for a sinqple constmction that could be made quickly and
easily have led to the gradual abandonment of the heavy
timber framing and the introduction of the newer types.
Gothic arch
The Gothic type of barn roof is defined as one having
rafters of a circular curvature meeting at a peak. It is
believed (8) that this type of construction originated in
Michigeox. Bams with roofs of this shape were built as early
as 1885 in Isabella County, Michigan, and in that county
today there are several townships in which there is almost
no other type of barn roof construction.
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Sawed rafters. The first rafters for Gothic arch bams
were Biade of 2" x 12" planks with the top edges sawed to the
desired curvature. Later they were made with a greater
curvature by using one-inch boards 8 or 10 inches wide and
three or four feet in length. These boards were sawed to the
proper curvature and then nailed together. The number of
laminations depended upon the judgment of the carpenter
building the structure. Both of these methods were wasteful
of material and labor.
Sprung rafters. To avoid this wastefulness and yet pre
serve the appearance and other features of the Gothic roof,
experiments were made with sprung rafters. The first bam
embodying this construction, so far as is known, was erected
in 1892 (8), but the method did not come into extensive use
mtil after I9OO. By this time a sufficient number of barns
had been erected to demonstrate the success of this type of
construction.
The sprung or bent rafters were first made by bending
plies of one-inch material into the arc of a circle. The
first sprung rafters v/ere made of 1" x 4" or 1" x 6" members,
each lamination being securely nailed to an adjacent lamina
tion. Unless extreme care was used in fastening the lamina
tions together, the ridge had a tendency to sag out of shape.
This tendency to sag resulted from one lamination's slipping
past another- To overcome this difficulty, bolts were sub
stituted for part of the nails. The bolts prevented any
-18-
appreciable movement between adjacent laminations#
In the central states, architects* plans for bent-rafter
roofed bams were first published in I9I6 (11).
During the past 20 years glue has been used extensively
in the construction of wood parts of unusual properties,
dimensions, and shapes. This increased use of glue suggested
the possibility of using it to increase the strength and
rigidity of the laminated, bent rafter. Most of the more
recent rafter designs specify the use of glue. In the case
of factory prefabricated rafters, glue is applied to the
rafter laminations, and clamps hold the members in proper
shape until the glue dries. No nails or bolts are used. Jjo.
case the rafter is to be made on the job, nails and bolts are
usually used in addition to the glue. The nails and bolts
hold the leooinations in place while the glue dries. Once set,
the glue takes all the horizontal shear developed between
adjacent laminations. The nails and bolts then provide a
factor of safety in case the glue should fail.
Talue of Farm Buildings
Farm buildings in the United States represent an invest
ment of nearly thirteen billion dollars (18). If depreciation
and taxes be estimated conservatively at 6 per cent, an annual
outlay of over 7OO million dollars will be required just to
maintain this investment. Iowa ranks first among the states
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with a total investment in farm buildings slightly in excess
of one billion dollars.
With the exception of the dwelling, the bam Is usually
the largest and most expensive structure on the farmstead.
Even so, when compared with the new school house, the new
post office, or the new courthoiose, the cost is exceedingly
small; consequently, the individual farmer has not been able
to have the services of competent engineers and architects.
Magnitude of Iowa Wind Deunage
The results of the statistical study reveal some im
portant and interesting facts concerning the amount and dis
tribution of wind deimage. If one may judge from field obser
vation of wind damage, the lifting effect of wind on roofs
of structures is responsible for more failures of buildings
to withstand storms than any other one cause. Of course,
after a building has been completely demolished, it is diffi
cult to determine just where failure first occurred.
Anyone at all familiar with farm construction knows
that a most in^jortant problem is to build to withstand the
strong wind pressure against sides and roof and still have
the structure remain rigid and in alignment. Some of our
farm buildings have been constructed without Iceeplng these re
quirements in mind. Only within the past decade have design
ers of farm buildings taken into account the reduced pressure
-20-
on the leeward side as well as the impact pressure on the
windward side. This disregard for the reduced pressure has
caused a great many failures.
Tahle I shows the magnitude of the losses as paid by
the Iowa Mutual Tornado Insurance Company.
Table I. Magnitude of Wind Damage
for the Years 1930-1938
Year Amount of Losses
1930 $ 219,846.59
1931 272,065.82
1932 149,792.16
1933 403,180.67
1934 368,285.84
1935 104,224.08
1936 731,152.15
1937 U3,324.71
1938 219.916.05
Total $2,909,778.07
9-year Average $ 323,308.67
The average annual losa ($323,308.67) for the period
1930-38 is about three-fourths of the average annual lose
($410,000.00) for the 5-year period up to I93O. This trend,
by years, of the total wind damage to Iowa farm buildings is
shown in Figure 1, Such losa is a great eoonomio waste to
< TOO
O 400
S200
J«?30
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1^31 1^33 W»34. f93&
Figure 1. Total Wind Damage.
Trend by Tears
AVeeAGE (I<a30-»93S)
1 of loss
1937 1938
so tn
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JAN. FEB. MAE. APE. MAY JUNE JULV AU6. StPT OCT. NOV. DEC.
Figure 2* Wind Damage by Montli of Occ\irrence
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the farmers of Iowa: also, such destruction may cause the
loss of life*
Studies made by Schweers (15) and continued by Clark (5)
covered the period from 1930 to 1933• Information concerning
the year 1934 was added later. Along with the trend by years,
the distribution of wind damage by month should be investi
gated- The greatest amount of loss occxars in the months of
May, J\ine, and July, as shown in Figure 2. During these
months cyclonic winds of high velocity are common. These
high winds usually accon^any heavy thunder storms, which are
frequently attended by hail. Loss by breakage of glass and
damage to roofing materials often results. Tornadoes, also,
generally occur during the summer months and add materially
to the annual wind damage.
During the month of May and the early part of June barns
are nearly certain to be empty, but during July mows are at
least partially full of hay. In designing a barn, considera
tion must be given to these varying conditions.
Constructional damage to buildings represents an aver
age annual loss of $199,079, or over 75 per cent of the
average annual loss of $261,221 for the period 1930-34- In
order to care for livestock and crops properly, every farm
must have, in addition to the barn eind dwelling, several minor
buildings such as: hog house, poultry house, crib and
granary, and machine shed. The number and magnitude of losses
suffered on each type of building are shown in Figure 3.
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Buildings demolished by wind account for the major por
tion of all constructional damage as shown in Figure
Buildings out of plumb rank second. These two itaas contrib
ute over 70 per cent of all constructional damage to Iowa
farm buildings due to wind. Buildings moved off their founda
tions and roofs blown off add another 13 per cent. These
figures show clearly that most failures are directly attrib
utable to lack of proper anchorage and wind bracing. Too
often the roof of a building is held down by the rafters be
ing toenailed to the studs. During a high wind the roof is
carried away. Lack of wind bracing both above and below the
mow floor is common. Also, too frequently the ends of the
barn do not have sufficient bracing to remain vertical or
plumb during a high wind.
Damage to doors, shingles, roofing, and so forth, while
of minor importance, does contribute to the total wind damage,
A small amount of annual repair and inspection would return
large dividends in the way of increased life and service of
farm buildings.
Of the $111,492 which is the average annual damage
caused by demolition of buildings, destruction of bams
covers 65 per cent, as shown in Figure 5« It is interesting
to note that only three dwellings were demolished annually.
Thus in comparison with bams, dwellings account for less
than three per cent of the number of structures damaged and
less than one-half of one per cent of the loss in dollars.
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Although dwellings comprise over one-half of total in
vestment in farm buildings, they s\xffer less than one per
cent of the damage restating from demolition by wind. This
fact demonstrates quite conclusively that it is possible to
build to withstand wind storms. However, the added cost
which would be necessary in order to make a farm barn com
pletely wind-proof would not be justified. Constructional
damage to barns only is shown in Figure 6.
Review of Literature
Bam framing requirements
Service requirements. There are a niomber of functional
requirements which are common to all types of barn roofs.
They are:
1. To provide shelter for animals
IS. To provide adequate mow space for storage of feed
3» To provide clear height for convenient handling
of feed
4. To provide sufficient width at the ridge to allow
the use of standard hay carrier equipment
Structural requirements. Strength, stability, and
rigidity must all have careful consideration when the struc
tural requirements are determined. The barn must have suf
ficient strength to withstand the loads inqposed upon it. The
greatest loads imposed upon a barn are not those resulting
-28-
from the main purpose for which it was designed, hut from
wind loads. Because of the uncertainty of the direction and
velocity of the wind, the probable wind stresses are very
uncertain. The gusty nature and vibrations of the wind set
up stresses of indeterminate nature. In designing roof mem
bers it is important to know whether Intact pressure or re
duced pressure occurs over the roof area supported by the
members•
Economic requirements* Economy of materials and labor
are two important considerations in any structure. In order
to obtain economy of materials it is necessary: (1) to select
baxn size such that it meets the requirements of the farm
and livestoclc, (2) to use standard dimension lumber, and (3)
to use local building materials as much as possible.
Economy of labor can only be obtained through the use of
a minimum number of skilled workmen. In general, farm labor
is less expensive than workmen connected with the building
trades. However, the first cost is not always the most im
portant. Frequently, a few dollars saved in first cost re
quire increased cost in repairs and depreciation*
Appearance requirements. Even in a bam, appearance is'
of utmost importance. Some very good barns are tmsatisfac-
tory to their owners because they do not present a pleasing
appearance. A bam should be an individual unit, and harmony
with other buildings need not be attempted. Certain farmers
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liave tlie impression that the size of the barn must match the
size of their farm. In other words, a large farm requires
a large bsirn. However, the size of the barn should be
governed by stock and feed requirements. An impression of
stability and permanence is gained by proper proportioning
of rafter length to barn width.
Selection of a standard bam shell
Dimensions. There are three standard barn widths,
namely: 32 feet, 34 feet, and 36 feet. Figure 7 shows the
results of observations of barns and bam plans made by
Barre (3): (1) 34- and 36-foot widths of dairy and genereil
purpose barns are generally recommended; (2) the 36-foot
barn is the most common; (3) the average of all barn widths
is 33.9 feet. For Iowa conditions the 34-foot barn is con
sidered standard. Also in the interests of economy and
comfort of the animals housed, 34-foot barns should be used.
The width of the lower structure and the amount of
storage space largely determine the principal dimensions of
the bam. The height of roof is largely determined by the
amount of feed storage necessary to take care of the live
stock housed in the bam. New developments In feed storage
practices may affect the dimensions to be used*
Economic use of materials. The determination of the
proper amount of material depends upon the evaluation of
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Born plans recommertdcd by U. 5.D-A
and Sta+e Experiment Stotion
Barns in exis+cnce
30 3Z 34- 3(o 3a -40
BA(2,N WIDTHS ('in feat)
Jlgure Otserrations of Bams and Bam Widths
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dead loads and wind loads. The practice has been in the past
to use Just enoiogh material, the amoiuxt depending upon the
judgment of the carpenter building the structure. This prac
tice causes overdesigning of some parts and stinting of ma
terials in other parts.
It is Impossible to specify ezactly ii^ioh sizes of mem
bers are best, because of the indeterminate nature of the
structure, variation in methods of fastening members, varia
tions in the character of the wood, and variations in the
quality of workmanship.
The shape of roof to provide stability. Stability under
dead loads is a fundamental requirement of all roof structures.
The dead load on rafters is composed of the weight of the
shingles and sheathing, plus the weight of the rafters them
selves, Snow loads also contribute to the weight the rafters
must support- Unless the rafters supporting the roof are
siifficiently rigid, and unless the shape is such that the line
of thrust of the loads falls within the boundaries of the
materials, undesirable stresses and deflections will occur.
When rafters built in the form of an arc of a circle are
used, it is almost impossible to make the line of thrust fall
inside the materials. However, the shape resulting from
using a 33'-0" radius produces very little bending in the
rafters as a result of dead load thrust. No sagging at the
ridge is expected under these conditions.
-32-
Wind pressure distribution
As previously stated, ttie greatest loads to which a bam
frame is subjected are those resulting from the wind- These
loads are classified as eccentric loads since they tend to
produce bending in certain parts of the structure.
The successful design of a structure such as a bam
frame depends upon the evaluation of the direction and magni
tude of the wind load.
Theoretical calculations. Sir Isaac Newton was the first
to give a theoretical treatment of the resistance of plates
to the motion of fluids.
"Wind Stresses in Buildings" by Robins Fleming (7) gives
a translation of Newton's Prop, XLVIII: "The velocities of
pulses propagated in an elastic fluid are in a ratio com
pounded of the subduplicate ratio of the elastic force
directly, and the subduplicate ratio of the density inversely;
supposing the elastic force of the fluid to be proportional
to its condensation."
According to Fleming (7)» "This means that the velocity
2Vvaries as ^ or p varies as dv . For wind pressure, the
density of the air being constant, we have the law that the
pressure varies directly as the square of the velocity,
which has remained almost undisputed since Newton's day."
The pressure p in pounds per square foot on a plane
•33-
surface normal to the direction of flow of a fluid having a
relative velocity v in feet per second is equal to the weight
of a vertical colimn of the fluid one square foot in cross-
sectional area and of height h, in feet, equal to that dis
tance through which a freely failing body must fall to ac
quire the velocity v.
2
p = wh « wv
21"
For air at a ten^jerature of 15® C. and 76O mm# Hg, the
weight per cubic foot is ,07651 lbs.
p « .07651v^
p •= .001189t^
If V denotes the velocity of the wind in miles per hour,
2p = .001189(7 X1.47) - .00257^
2
This equation may be expressed in the general form p = kV ,
in which k is an empirical coefficient.
W. 0". M. Rankine is given credit for a second theoreti
cal approach to this problem of wind pressiire calculation.
If the wind were directed as a finite streeun against an in
finitely large surface, so that the direction of the air is
completely changed, an equation expressing the force against
that surface may be obtained. From the laws of mechanics,
momentum is defined as mass multiplied by velocity. dAv is
g
the mass of the quantity of air striking the surface per
2
second. dAv is the momenttam of the quantity of fluid whose
g
motion is deflected per second, where d is the density of
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the fluid in poimds per cubic foot, v the velocity in feet
per second and A the cross-sectional area of the air stream
in square feet.
The toteil pressure against a surface may be found from
the principle that force multiplied by time equals change in
momentum. p = dAv^ .
For air at a temperature of I5® C. and 76O imn. Hg, the weight
per cubic foot is .O765I lbs.
2
p = .O765IV
3^
If T denotes the velocity of the wind in miles per hour,
2
p " .005V
Newton and Rankine, by purely theoretical calculations
and disregarding the suction created on the leeward side of
any object, recoimaended values for k of .0025 and .005 respec
tively. This fact illustrates the reason for so much con
fusion because, starting with the same assumption, these two
men found two widely different values. Recourse must there
fore be made to sKperimentation.
For the calctilation of wind pressure on surfaces inclined
to the direction of the wind, Newton suggested the relation
2
p^ « p Sin 6, where is the intensity of pressure on the
inclined surface, p the pressure on a surface perpendicular
to the wind, and 0 is the angle of inclination of the surface
to the horizontal. This formula has been found to be
erroneous and has been little used.
-35-
The empirical relation " p Sin Cfos 0-1)
stiggested by Button has had wide use, also tiie more recently
accepted fomula of Duchemin, which gives
» 2 Sin 0
1 + Sin^i e
None of these older methods take into account the suction on
the leeward side or the reduced pressure on the windward side.
Figure B shows the relationship between the formulas as
recommended by various authorities on wind pressure. The
results vary so widely that the average designer is at a loss
to know just -wdiat values shoiiLd be assigned to take care of
the probable wind loads. Therefore, the use of these formu
las is not suited to the design of such a structure as a
barn. The more recent approach to the problem is to assign
a v/ind pressure distribution diagram to the structure in
question.
Experimental determination. The problem of obtaining
wind pressure information can be approached from two -tfays:
(1) by experiments on models in wind tunnels, and (2) by
observation in natural winds.
Erperiments on models have contributed much to our store
of knowledge in the fields of hydraiilics and aerodynamics.
Studies of wind pressure on buildings have been made here
and abroad, but full confidence has not been placed in the
results, because of the ixncertainty as to the behavior of a
building in a natural wind.
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In this same connection, Fuller and Kerekes (9) ina-y be
quoted as follows: "Although no generally acceptable data
are yet available, important structures such as armories,
field houses, and the larger steel mill buildings should be
investigated for suction effects as well as for positive
wind pressure. ..."
By the use of the wind tunnel the velocity and direction
of the wind are easily controlled. The exact pressure dis
tribution diagram can be determined. When the magnitude and
distribution of the wind pressure are known, the total force
on the model can be measured. The disadvantages of this
method are: (1) that the fine detail of the actual building
cannot be reproduced on the model and (2) that the pressure
on the full-size building may be somewhat different from
that at the corresponding location on the model because of
the existence of what is known as "scale-effect."
teen measurements are taken in a natural wind, the con
ditions are different, as the direction and velocity of the
wind are no longer under control. It is no longer easy to
obtain conditions favorable for nsasurement, because the
speed and direction of the winds are changing continuously.
In U. S. Bureau of Standards Scientific Paper No. 523,
Hugh L. Dryden and George C. Hill (6) have the following
comment on the problem of wind stress analysis:
"One very important factor retarding the advance of our
knowledge of wind pressure is the great complexity of the
3^*1 -
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subject. Wien we consider that the stresses due to wind
pressure depend on the form of the structure, the size of
the structure, the speed and direction of the wind, and the
location of surrounding structures; when we consider the
rapid fluctuations in speed and direction of the wind; and
when we consider that there is no practical method by which'
t
the mnd loads may be obtained from the stresses in particu
lar members of complicated structures, it is not amazing
that progress has been slow. • .
The problem of wind stress analysis, therefore, resolves
itself into two distinct questions. First, what are the
mftYTirmTn loads produced by the wind and how often do they oc-
c\ir? Second, what are the stresses in the various members
of a structure resulting from these loads?
As expressed by Hugh L. Dryden and G-. C. Hill (6), no
hope for advancement can be ejected unless wind loads are
investigated rather than wind stresses. The recent experi
ments carried out largely in artificieil wind streams pro
duced in wind tiinnels have proved so useful in the develop
ment of aeronautics that a great many valuable investigations
are now being conducted on structures.
According to the theoretical calculations as proposed by
Newton, the maximum increase in pressure produced by the wind
is equal to the kinetic energy of the wind striking a surface.
Kinetic energy is expressed by the formula l/2 mv • This
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increase in pressure is usually termed the velocity pressure
or impact pressure. Since experiments have established the
presence of reduced pressures over a certain portion of a
surface, it is no longer possible to use this method when
determining the pressure differences over an entire structure.
In aerodynamics it is convenient to express all observed
pressure differences as ratios of the pressure difference to
the velocity pressure. In order to establish this condition
it is necessary to consider the component parts making up
the total pressure upon an object in an air stream.
The absolute pressure on an object in an air stream is
ooii5)osed of static pressure Pg, which is the barometric
pressure, and the wind pressure caused by the presence of
the object in the air stream. The wind pressure may be
either positive, negative, or zero. In other words, p, which
by definition is equal to p^ - p^, may be either greater,
equal to, or less than pg.
The expression gives the ratio of the pressure dif-
Pv
ference to the velocity pressure p^,
^ " Pw « kfvld)
Py (l/2mvi:) u
where, d is the air density, v the wind speed, u the viscosity
of the air, 1 a linear dimension fixing the scale, and k a
constant*
The wind pressure p^ could be measured in any convenient
unit, but there are advantages in using the velocity pres
sure py as the unit.
-^0-
Expressing the wind pressure in the terms of the
velocity pressure p gives: py, = k(vld) Py. The e:^ression
u
applies only to geometrically similar bodies. For bodies
without CTirved surfaces and with shaiTp curves, ^ is prac-
Py
tically independent of the wind speed and size of the object;
that is, kvld is a constant for any part on the object.
u
When scale-effect is considered to be small, p^ = Cp^, where
C = Icvld, and is a pure member independent of the units used
u
so long as the pressures are all measured in the same units.
Therefore, if the value of C is found for any point on a
model, that value will apply to a model of any size at any
wind velocity.
Hugh L. Dryden of the U. S. Bureau of Standards is the
outstanding authority on wind pressure distribution. The
wind pressure distribution diagram as shown in Figtire 9 has
been submitted to Dr. Dryden, who expressed the opinion that
this figure illustrates the exact pattern of the distribu
tion of wind pressure.
Wind-load approximations. The actual wind loads to w^ioh
a barn is subjected are non-uniformly distributed loads.
This type of loading cannot be reproduced in the laboratory
on scale models. However, a series of concentrated loads can
be applied to the model which will approximate actual loading
conditions. In the tests conducted by the previous investi
gators, a varying number of loads have been used. The first
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tests were conducted by using only a single concentrated
load to approximate actual loading conditions. The usual
procedure was to apply seven to nine loads to each half of
the rafter*
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THE INVESTIGATION
Jaistification for Continued Study of the
Glued, Laminated, Bent Rafter
The increasing use of the glued, laminated, bent
rafter justifies the continued study.
During the past 10 years, glued sections and assemblies
have become increasingly popular. Glue is now used in the
construction of almost every type of farm building. A
recently developed plywood brooder house constructed with
glued, laminated, bent rafters is becoming increasingly popu
lar. A recent development in larger structures is a hog
house constructed by gluing the stud to the rafter. A double
plywood gusset plate provides strength and rigidity to the
plate joint and approaches continuous framing.
In using glued, leiminated construction, several problems
are encountered. W. D. Test (1?) reported on the results
of testing glued, laminated, bent rafters by saying, "nflfhen
the load corresponding to a wind velocity of 110 miles per
hour was applied, the two inner laminations of the leeward
rafter failed in tension near the plate joint on the inside
edge of the rafter. . .
Since a fracture usually starts in the extreme fibre it
is important that the best material be used on the outer
-u-
lamination. Joints are a serious problem especially wlien
they occur at the points of maximum bending moment.
Some designers have been concerned over the stresses
Introduced In the laminations as a result of bending to the
desired curvature. Unless the curvature is very moderate,
bending of laminations to the desired shape induces in them
initial stresses of considerable magnitude. However, it is
believed that these stresses equalize themselves after a
period of use.
Specific Objectives
The specific objectives of this investigation are:
1. To detennine the quality of glued joints after
8 years of service conditions
2. To study the effect of joints upon the elastic
properties of a glued rafter section
3. To study the effect of initial bending stress
upon the final strength of the rafter
4* To investigate the reactions and bending moments
resulting from combined dead and wind loads
5, To investigate the stability of roofs under dead
loads
6* To establish a basis for approximating the con
ditions of end support
"45-
Preliminary Considerations
Olued wood construction
Forest Products Laboratory in its "Wood Handbook** (I9)
makes the following statement with regard to glued laminated
members:
"Laminated curved members are produced from dry stock
by bending and gluing together in one operation several
comparatively thin pieces without softening them by steam
or hot water# This process has the following advantages over
the bending of single-piece members: (1) the laminations
can be made so thin that bending to the required radius in
volves only moderate stress and deformation of the wood
fibers; consequently, the use of steam or hot water is un
necessary and less subsequent drying and conditioning is
required; (2) because of the moderate stress induced in bend
ing, stronger parts are produced; (3) the tendency of
laminated members to change shape with changes in moisture
content resulting from changes in relative humidity is less
than that of single-piece bent members and can be made
negligible by making the laminations thin in comparison vdth
the radius; (4) ratios of thickness of members to radius of
curvature that are impossible in bending single pieces can
readily be obtained by laminating; also members having re
versed curvature are more readily made by laminating thin
-46-
plles, and curved parts of any desired length can be produced
by staggering tlie joints in the laminations.
Softwoods are ordinarily used for laminated bent struc
tural members, and thin material of any of the softwoods can
be satisfactorily bent for such purposes. The choice of
species is dependent primarily upon the cost and required
strength,"
G-luing properties of wood. Because of the increasing
use of glue in building construction due consideration must
be given to the gluing properties of wood.
The strength and durability of glued joints depend
upon: (1) the kind of wood and its preparation for use, (2)
the kind and quality of glue and its preparation for use,
(3) the details of gluing, (4) the type of joint, (5) the
conditioning of the joints, and (6) the protection given in
service.
Sometimes difficulty is experienced in gluing certain
kinds of woods. The problems involved in gluing wood mem
bers are affected by the following factors: (1) the density
of the wood, (2) the structure of the wood, and (3) the kind
of glue.
Experience has shown that heavy woods are more difficult
to glue than light woods and that hardwoods are more dif
ficult to glue than softwoods.
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Glues used in wood-making♦ Animal glue has long heen
used by cabinet makers, and starch glue has been used quite
generally for veneering. Casein glue is a more recent de
velopment and is used extensively where water resistance
is desired.
The increased use of cold casein glue has given new
life to the design of all farm structures. The conventioned
nailed and bolted Joints are nov; being replaced by glue.
The glued, laminated, bent rafter is a typical example of
the increased use of glue in the construction of farm
buildings.
Construction of the glued, laminated, bent rafter. The
individual contemplating the use of laminated rafters in
barn construction is confronted with two options: (1) making
the rafters on the job and (2) purchasing the prefabricated
rafters.
The problem of transporting members 36 feet in length
has been rather serious. It is believed that the greatest
need at the present time is for reliable information rela
tive to making the rafter on the job.
In making the rafter continuous from sill to ridge,
the mow floor cannot be xised as a form. A form can be made
by using a base of planks laid on cross pieces of 2" x 6"*s
spiked to posts driven solidly into the groimd. This form
provides a rigid, level surface on which to work.
-^8-
After the arc of the rafter is laid out, a row of
2" X 4" blocks about 2 feet apart are spiked to the base.
These blocks are points on the arc of a circle. The first
lamination is nailed to the blocks with 6d finishing nails.
Each succeeding^ leimination is held in place dioring construc
tion by using 6d finishing nails as required. Cold casein
glue is used between laminations, and the entire rafter is
fastened together by using 1/4" z 6" bolts. Extreme care
should be exercised in breaking the joints. The Joints in
the outer and inner laminations should not be in the center
or near the ends.
The cold casein glue specified in the rafter construc
tion dries very rapidly. The gluing operation should be
hastened as much as possible, as the rafter should be com
pletely assembled in 20 minutes or less.
The stresses resulting from bending the laminations
According to Porest Products Laboratory (19)» "Tests have
shown that even when the curvature is as sharp as can be ac
complished without breakage of individual laminations, the
glued member has about 75 per cent as great strength as a
similar assembly glued together but not bent. For moderate
curvatures, this ratio is higher; and with a radius of cur
vature some 150 or more times as great as the thickness of
the laminae, the strength and stiffness ratios, as found from
tests, have been 90 per cent or greater."
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The shearing strength of glue
Object of the study. Since information Is lacking on
the important question of glue deterioration, the investiga
tion was concerned with the strength of glued joints after
a lapse of several years.
Test specimens. During the year 1931 one of the earlier
investigators constructed some full-size sections of bam
rafters of 6- 1" x 3" and 5- 1" x laminations using cold
oaseln glue in addition to nails. The glue was applied
rapidly, as might be done in barn construction. A strip
approximately one-half the board width was coated and no
particular effort was made to secure a perfect glue joint.
The glue was expected to carry only the horizontal shear
developed betv/een laminations.
The test specimens were originally 12*-0" in length.
During 1931 the rafters were subjected to tests and loaded
to fracture. In the following year a second series of tests
was conducted to determine the quality of the glued joints
after a lapse of a year. The rafters had been stored on a
concrete floor of an unheated building and under a leaky roof.
After the second series of tests, the undamaged portions
were sawed into short lengths of about 12" to 1^" in length
and stored on the same concrete floor and under the same
leaky roof. Consequently, the rafters have been subjected
to rather severe humid conditions.
-50-
Apparatus and method of procedure. The apparatus used
for the test was a Buffalo XT. S. Standard Scale. This scale
is sensitive to two pounds, with a maximum capacity of 5100
pounds. The short beams were supported at each end as shown
in Figure 10. The load was applied to the midpoint by means
of a stirrup suspended from the scale beam. A micrometer
screw at the scale beam made possible the application of the
load. A circular scale, which turned with the screw, afforded
a convenient means of measuring deflection. The scale was
calibrated from 0 to .230 inches.
Round bearing contacts were used at each point of sup
port with 2-inch bearing plates to prevent crushing of the
wood. An initial load of 50 pounds was applied to take out
any slack that might be in the apparatus; then loading was
continued by iising 50-pound increments until failure occurred
or the capacity of the machine was reached.
This method of testing was selected because horizontal
shear is the controlling factor in short wooden beams rather
than vertical shear or extreme fibre stress in bending. By
applying 5100 pounds to the center of the beam, shear values
several times that allowable for wood could be obtained.
Samples of the test specimens as used are shown in Figure 11.
In addition to testing the beams for horizontal shear,
a pure shear test seemed advisable. Figure 12 shows a sketch
of the specimens for the pure shear tests. The area over
which the shearing load must be distributed is equal to twice
-51-
Figxire 10• Method of Testing Short Beams
r
i
Figure 11, Short Beam Test Specimens
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the length miiltiplled by the width of the laminations• The
iiltimate load required to cause failure of the Joint was
found by testing the blocks in the laboratory of the Engi
neering Experiment Station. No deflections were recorded,
as very little deflection occurs in a glued joint.
Figure 13 Illustrates the method of applying the general
equation for horizontal shear to a rectangular section# As
a result the maximum horizontal shear is given by the equa
tion 3p »
4Dd
Results, From the data obtained during the tests, load
deflection diagrams were drawn for each beam. These deflec
tion diagrams are shown for the beams composed of 5- 1" 3C
laminations and for the beams composed of 6- 1" z 3" lamina
tions in Figure 1^..
Since the investigation was concerned primarily with
the shearing strength of glue the beams were not loaded to
destruction.
When the mazimum load of 5100 pounds and the actual
dimensions of each beam were used, the maximum horizontal
shearing stresses developed were:
1, S « 3 z 5100 « 264 pounds per square inch at
® 7 3-625 X 4
the neutral surface for the
beam composed of 5- 1" x 4"
laminations, and
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2« So • 3 3C 5100 " 293 pounds per square inch
4 2.75 x 4.75
at the neutral surface for the
beam composed of 6-1" z 3"
laminations.
The calculated horizontal shearing stresses developed in
each beam are shown in Table II, along with remarks as to the
observed condition of the. test beam when removed frcan the
testing machine.
Test No
Table II
Results of Horizontal Shear
Ifex. Max.
Condi- Load Shear
Tests
Remarks
1 6- 1x3 Good 5100 293 Center Iflminations
checked
2 6- 1x3 Fair 5100 293 No sign of failure
3 6- 1x3 Good 5100 293 No sign of failure
4 5- 1x4 Good 5100 264 Center laminations
checked
5 5- 1x4 Good 5100 264 Laminations checked
from shear
6 5- 1x4 Good 5100 264 No sign of failure
7 5" 1x4 Good 5100 264 Wood checked at knot
8 5- 1x4 Good 5100 264 No sign of failure
9 6- 1x3 Fair 5100 293 No sign of failure
LO 5- 1x4 Good 5100 264 No sign of failure
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Of the ten specimens tested, only four showed signs of
failure. These four were failures in wood and not in the
glue. The remaining six specimens gave no signs of failure
in either the wood or the glue. However, in the case of
beam No. 3, an inspection of Figure 14 indicates that at a
load of U700 pounds an appreciable amount of horizontal
movement took place without such increase in load. This
movement would seem to indicate a slipping of one lamination
over another or a slight glue failure.
Table III presents the results of the pure shear test.
The specimen with 6- 1" x 3" laminations^ required a load of
23,0^0 pounds to cause failure. The specimen having 5- 1" x
4" laminations required 24,100 pounds to cause failure.
Table III
Results of Pure Shear Tests
J&LX. Max.
Test Condi- Load Shear
No. Specimen tion lbs. lbs. Remarks
1 6-1x3 Good 23,040# 4l9#/n" Glue over approx,
2 5-1x4 Good 24,100# 332#/n" 1/2 surface of
teat specimens.
As has been stated previously, no attempt was made in
the original rafters to secure a perfect glued joint. The
glue was applied to a strip about one-half of the width of
the rafter and was intended to carry only the horizontal
shear developed between the laminations.
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Wien the actual beam dimensions are used, the average
shear vaJ.ues are as follows:
1, 6-1" X 3" laminations. Actual size, 2-3/4 z 10 «
27.5 square inches, area of one face
2 z 27-5 sq. in. = 55 sq. in., area over which the
shear is distributed
tJltimate load • 23i04.0 pounds
23»040 " 419 lbs. per sq. in., average shear
2. 5-1" z 4" laminations. Actual size, 3-5/8 z 10 =
36.3 sq. in., area of one face
2 z 36.3 Sq. in. = 72.6 sq. in., area over which the
shear is distributed
TJltimate load - 24,100 pounds
24^100 " 322 pounds per sq. in., average shear
An inspection of the joint failures shows that the area
over which the glue actually was effective is only about one-
half of the actual beam size. A conservative estimate of
the actxial shearing stresses would be approximately 5OO to
550 pounds per square inch.
Basic stresses in pounds per square inch for clear
material as recommended by Forest Products Laboratory (I9)
are given in Table IV. These stresses are for material that
is continuously diry or continuously wet and free of defects.
Basic
Extreme
Fiber in
Species bending
Ash
black
Beech
1333
2000
Cedar
western red 1200
Cjrpress
southern
Douglas
Fir R.M.
Elm
American
Fir
white
Oak
white
Pine
western
Hedwood
Spruce
red
1733
1466
1466
1466
1866
1200
1600
1466
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Table IV
Stresses for Clear MaterieJ.
Compres
sion
perpen
dicular
to grain
Compres- Max.
sion Hori-
parallel zontal
to grain Shear
120
167
106
133
133
133
93
167
113
93
Modulus
of
Elasticity
1,100,000
1,600,000
1,000,000
1,200,000
1,200,000
1,200,000
1,100,000
1,500,000
1,000,000
1,200,000
300
500
200
300
275
250
300
500
250
250
250
866
1600
933
1466
1066
1066
933
1333
1000
1333
1066 113 1,200,000
As a basis for comparison, the average allowable hori
zontal shear for the eleven species of wood was calculated
to be 130 pounds per square inch. This value was iised for
comparison with the calculated shearing stresses as developed
-59-
in tiie test specimen. In each case the glue developed over
twice the average allowable horizontal shear for wood.
The test results indicate that the effect of glue de
terioration is not serious within a period of eight years.
As shown by the pure shear test, the glue is capable of
developing approximately five times the allowable shearing
stress for wood.
Conclusions.
1. The quality of the glue has not been seriously af
fected by eight years of service conditions.
2. In the original tests conducted by Clark (5),
shearing stresses as high as 334 lbs. per sq. in.
were developed and after eight years of service
conditions the glue still resists shearing stresses
five times the allowable shearing stress of wood.
The shearing stresses in rafters in actual service
conditions would not approach the value obtained
during the tests. In the full-size rafter, fiber
stress becomes the controlling factor.
4. A continued study over a longer time is desirable in
order to obtain more conclusive data on the matter
of glue deterioration.
5. It is not desirable to eillow farmers to make their
own laminated, bent rafters held only by glue; it
is still desirable to specify the use of bolts in
-60-
addition to the glue, as farmers may become care
less in mixing or applying the glue.
6. Prefabricated rafters made in a manufacturing plant
under controlled conditions and by careful workmen
should give years of satisfactory service to the
user, even under the most severe conditions.
Experimental
The effect of joints upon the elastic properties of a glued,
laminated rafter section
Object of the study. Since it is impossible to construct
a 36*-0" rafter without Joints in all of the laminations, the
Investigation was extended to include a determination of the
effect of joints in the outer laminations upon the elastic
properties of a glued, laminated, bent rafter.
Test specimens. Sometime during the past few years four
fxill-size rafters were supplied to the Department of Agricul
tural Engineering, These rafters were made by a coinmercial
coii5)any and are the same as those supplied to a dealer for
retail trade. The rafters were sawed into eight test
specimens (rafters No. 1 to No. 8, inc.) as shown in Figure
15. Test rafters No. 9 to No. I7, inclusive, were selected
for tjie purpose of comparison. Three solid members were
tested as a means of comparing the laminated sections with
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the solid members of equal dimensions. Six straight sec
tions were constructed for the purpose of checking the
results obtained when using the sections from the commer
cial rafters- The straight sections were constructed with
Joints in approximately the same locations as those in the
curved members. Glue was applied to only one side of each
lamination for rafters No. 12, No. 13, and No. 14• Glue
was applied to both sides of the laminations in rafters No,
15, No. 16, and No. 17-
Some designers have been concerned over the stresses
introduced in the laminations as a result of bending to the
desired curvature. Unless the curvature is small, bending
of the laminations to the desired shape induces in them
initial stresses of considerable magnitude. The results of
the tests perfomed on rafters No. 12 to No. 17 are to be
compared with the test resxilts on rafters No. 1 to No. 8,
inclusive. However, when making rafters on a commercial basis
workmen arrange that the laminations are held to the desired
curvature by clamps with an applied pressure of approximately
100 pounds per square inch (1) iintil the glue dries. In the
laboratory only hajid clamps were available. The lack of
pressure will no doubt affect the strength of the rafter
sections•
Vftiile the investigation is primarily concerned with the
elastic properties of glued, laminated, bent rafters, the
shearing strength of the glue is an important factor to be
-63-
considered. The results of the tests on short beaais indi
cate that the glue has greater strength in sheeir than the
wood fibers. Average allo-wrcible shear values for wood are
between 90 and I50 pounds per square inch, virile the shear
value of glue is approximately 5OO to 600 poimds per square
inch. All test rafters will be inspected for possible glue
failures-
Apparatus and method of procedure. The apparatus for
the test is shown in Figxire I9 and is the same as that
described in oonneotion with the shear test of the short
beams. The rafters were supported at each end and load was
applied to the midpoint by means of a stirrup suspended from
the scale beam. Round contacts were used at each point of
support with steel bearing plates to prevent crushing the
wood. An initial load of 20 pounds was applied to take out
any slack in the apparatus. The deflection was read eifter
the addition of each 20-pound load increment and recorded on
a convenient data sheet.
Too much emphasis cannot be placed on the importance of
standard procedure in making strength tests on structural
timbers (13). The effect of defects, such as knots and
cross grain, on strength has been fairly well established
and recognized in the basic grading rules and working stresses.
In a beam tested under center loading, the maximum stress in
bending occurs at the center. Defects have their maximum
-64-
effect at the center of the length on the bottom face and
on the lower edges of the vertical faces of the beam. Care
ful attention must also be given to such factors as speed
of test and kind of bearings at the supports and load points.
It is, of course, well known that the moisture content
of wood has a tremendous effect on the strength of small
clear pieces. In structural sizes, however, the development
of defects tends to affect any increase in fiber strength
that may take place as a result of a reduction in moisture
content# Structural timbers, even after air seasoning for
one to two years, are only partially dry.
The moistxire content of the laminated rafter sections
(Ko. 1 to No. 8, inclusive) was approximately eight per cent
or less. A moisture meter was used for the determination of
the moisture content. Since the instrument was calibrated
to read from 8 per cent to 2U per cent, no readings could be
taken below 8 per cent. The moisture content of the solid
members was greater than 8 per cent and recorded at 10 per
cent. The lumber used in the test rafter sections No. 12 to
No. 17 had been purchased several months previously and
stored in heated room. The moisture content of the lumber
was reduced to approximately 8 per cent as recorded by the
moisture meter.
The density of wood is an indication of its strength.
Density is defined as the mass of a body per unit volme.
When expressed in the metric system, it is numerically egual
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to the specific gravity of the same substance, The density
of the actual wood substance, that is, the material of which
the cell walls are composed, it substantially the same for
all species; its value in the metric system is about 1.54*
Therefore, all woods would be of the same specific gravity
were it not for the fact that, because of variation in the
size of the cell cavities and in thickness of the cell wall,
some have more wood substance than others.
By taking a sample piece of known dimensions and weigh
ing the sanQ)le the approximate density was obtained. From
this simple procedure the density of the laminated sections
was calculated to be 32.5 lbs. per cubic foot and the solid
member was 30 lbs. per cubic foot. The difference in density
should also be remembered when comparisons are made.
In addition to the moisture content and density, the
number of annular rings per inch has a marked influence upon
the strength of a structural timber. VJhen results of the
experimental tests are used for comparison, the test speci
mens are selected for rate of growth which requires the
number of annual rings per inch to be within a specified range
However, according to Markwardt and Wilson (12), "Rate of
growth does not have a definite relation to the strength in
the sense of strength being proportional, either directly or
inversely, to the rate of growth."
An inspection of the photographs reveals considerable
-66-
cross-grain in several of the test sections. The fibers in
a cross-grained piece of wood are at an angle to the axis
of the piece. The principal types of cross-grain are spiral
grain and diagonal grain. Other less important types are
wavy, dipped, interlocked, and cixrly grain. Cross-graining
materially reduces the strength of the member and accoimts
for some of the unusual failures.
Results. Table V gives the results of the tests on the
rafter sections in tabular form with a remark regarding the
action of each test section. A load deflection diagram was
plotted for each rafter. The diagrams are shown in Figure 16
and give the comparative strength and rigidity of each test
rafter.
The results of the tests on each rafter section will
be discussed separately and then an analysis of all the
tests will be made. A brief description of each rafter will
accompany this discussion.
Rafter No. 1
As shown in Figure I5, rafter No. 1 was con^josed of
7 1-3/4 25/32" laminations with a joint in the top lamination
at the center of the span. Load was applied in 20-pound in
crements- At 600 pounds the top lamination failed in tension
and following this failure the deflection was not at all in
proportion to the load. The load deflection diagram as
shown in Figtire 16 assumes a stairstep appearance illustrating
-67-
Table V
Comparative Strength of Rafter Sections
Max. Max.
Raf- Max. Deflec- Stress
ter Load tion (Lbs./
No. Lbs. Inches sq. in.)
1 1300 2.006 4450
2 2840 2.367 9600
3 i960 2.339 5200
4 2780 2.298 9420
5 1800 2.651 8370
6 2220 3.186 7550
7 1440 1.981 4880
8 2240 3.113 10400
9 2860 2.468 9700
10 3020 3*083 10240
(Continued)
Max.
Hori
zontal
Shear
[f/sV.") Remarks
101.3 Top lamination failed
in tension at 600 lbs.
220.0 Failure occurred sud
denly, accompanied by
a loud report.
153.0 Joint loosened at 920§
and failure extended
to 2nd lamination.
217-0 Failure similar to
rafter No. 2.
164.0 Top lamination failed
in tension.
173.0 Joint loosened at
and top lamination
separated from second
lamination.
150.0 Joint loosened at 940#
and failure extended
into fifth lamination.
204.0 1700# tension failure
in top lamination.-
223.0 Tension failure
following 30® diagonal
grain.
235.0 Compression failure
from stress concentra
tion about knot near
center of span.
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Table V (Continued)
Raf
ter
No.
Max.
Load
Lbs.
Max.
Deflec
tion
Inches
Max.
Stress
(Lbs./
sq. in.)
11 2780 3*365 9425
12 2120 1.967 7I86
13
14
820
2100
1.194
3.390
2780
9765
15 2180 2.079 7390
16 1720 3.277 5830
17 1520 3.446 7OO8
Max.
Hori
zontal
Shear
Remarks
234-0 Compression failure
at center. Beam
buckled; not carried
to destruction.
Still capable of
carrying load.
165-0 Tension failure in
top lamination; glue
failure between sec
ond and third lamina
tions.
64.0 Glue failure.
191.0 Tension failure in
top lamination; also
long glue failure
between top and 2nd
laminations.
169.0 Tensions failure in
top lamination. Glue
to both sides of lam
inations. Short glue
failure in 2nd
lamination.
133.0 Failiore at joint.
Fracture going irrt o
third lamination.
Not glue failure.
137.0 Tension failure in
top lamination and
second lamination;
long break is not
glue failure.
2000
l»30
lOOO
•AOOO
1500
lOOO
•acoup NO. I
T-lV"
TOr LAWiMATlOM
COMTIT J' OUS
QEOUP MO, 5
rOP LAMINATION
COMTIMUOUS
l.O 145 2jO
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Figure 16. Load Deflection Diagrams
for Rafter Test Sections
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ezcessive deflection with each load application. The de
flection when failure occurred was .607 inch. Hov/ever, the
rafter continued to take load up to 1200 pounds, when com
plete failure occurred. Figures 17 and IS illustrate the na
ture of the failure. "When the load reached 860 pounds, the
failure in the top lamination extended through to the second
lamination. The effective depth of the rafter was reduced
to 5- 25/32" laminations, or to a total of 3.9 inches. As
loading continued, the failure followed along the line
betv/een the second the the third laminations.
The results of the first test were not as was expected.
The Joint developed sufficient strength in this particular
case. However, the failure was not typical of what could be
expected, li^en the formula S = MC/l is used, the fiber
stress developed with the load of 600 pounds is approximately
2000 pounds per square inch. This fiber stress should not
cause failure when applied under the conditions of the test;
failure was no doubt caused by a defect in the top lamination.
However, careful inspection of the failure did not reveal
any apparent defects.
Rafter No. 2
This test section was composed of 7- 1 3/4" z 25/32"
laminations with the top lamination continuous from end to
end. The positions of the joints are shown in Figure 15. The
load deflection diagram indicates that the deflection is
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proportional to the loads up to about 24OO pounds. At this
loading the recorded deflection was I.927 inches. The load
ing was continued up to 284-0 pounds, where failure occurred,
as shown in Figures I9 and 20,
Failure occurred all at once. A loud report accompanied
the failure and the rafter was virtually destroyed. Figure
19 illustrates the beam at the time of failure. The compres
sion failure shown in Figure 20 is no doubt a combination of
compression failure and bearing failure. The glue did not
fail dxiring the test. The wood fibers were torn apart in
every case, and that condition indicated a good bond between
laminations. The fiber stress developed was calculated to
be 9600 pounds per square inch.
Rafter No. 3
Rafters No. 1 and No. 3 are similar in that each had the
Joint in the top lamination occur in the center of the 10'-0"
span. Each rafter was composed of 7-1 3/4" x 25/32" lamina
tions. Rafter No. 3 was loaded in the manner previoxisly de
scribed. When the loading reached 920 pounds, the top lam
ination gave away at the joint. Failure did not follow along
the line between the first and second laminations, but passed
into the second lamination. When the load reached 1000
pounds, the second lamination gave away completely. The
failure reduced the effective depth of the rafter from seven
laminations to five laminations. Loading was continued until
complete failure occurred at I96O pounds. The deflection
-73-
corresponding to this loading was 2,339 inches. After the
lOOO-pound load was applied, the deformation was more or
less uniform with each addition until complete failure
occurred* Figures 21 and 22 illustrate the nature of the
failure and show that when the first lamination failed it
carried away part of the second lamination. Since no
previous tests had been conducted the nature of the failures
could not "be predicted. However, the interesting fact about
the test seemed to be that the strength of the rafter was
reduced by more than one lamination as a result of the joint's
being in the center. The glue caused the failure to extend
down into the second lamination and left only five lamina
tions to carry the load.
Rafter No. 4
This specimen and Rafter No. 1 were identical. The raf
ter section was composed of 7- 1 3/A-" 2C 25/32" laminations.
The top lamination was continuous from end to end. The re
sults of the test were identiced with those of Rafter No. 2.
Failure occurred at the load of 2780 pounds with a corre
sponding deflection of 2.298 inches. Figures 23 and 24 indi
cate that the nature of the failure was similar to the
failure of Rafter No. 2. The main difference in the two
failures can be accounted for by the fact that Rafter No. 4
did not fail in bearing. Both rafters gave evidence of
compression failure. In each case the glue held and the
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wood fibers were separated.
Rafter No. 5
The top lamination of Rafter No. 5 was removed by means
of a plane. Since the tests of the rafters with the joint
in the center indicated that the strength was reduced by at
least one lamination, it was decided to remove the top
lamination, leaving the second lajnination continuous from end
to end, and compare the elastic properties with the previous
tests. Figure 15 illustrates the spacing of the remaining
joints. The deflection was proportional to the load up to
the point of failure. Since the depth of the beam was re
duced by 25/32", the rigidity was reduced. The load-carrying
capacity was superior to those of Rafter No. 1 and Rafter No.
3. Removing the top lamination does not increase the load-
carrying capacity, but removing the joint in the top lamina
tion does remove the weakness. As has been stated pre
viously, when the joint fails, the strength is reduced by more
than one lamination, ^'igures 25 and 26 illustrate the method
of fractxire. The failure occurred by the top lamination
failing in tension. Here again the glue did not fail, but
the wood fibers were pulled apart. This fact emphasizes the
effectiveness of glue as a means of joining wood members.
Rafter No. 6.
This test section was an exact duplicate of Rafters No.
1 and No. 3. As in the previous tests, failure occurred in
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the Joint with a comparatively small amount of load. When
loading reached 96O pounds, the top lamination loosened and
the glue seemed to fail by allowing the top lamination to
separate.
Figxires 27 ajid 28 picture the nature of the failure.
Rafters No. 2 and No. 6 both failed in compression or a com
bination of bearing and compression. Since the laminations
were securely glued together, very little movement could
take place between members. This lack of movement permits a
concentration of stress vrtiich in the case of Rafters No. 2
and No. 6 occurred at the center beeiring plate. The loading
necessary to cause failure in Rafter No. 6 was 2220 pounds, a
load that corresponds to an extreme fiber stress of approxi
mately 7500 pounds per square inch, with a deflection of 3*1^6
inches.
Figure I6 gives the load deflection curve for the rafter.
The deflection was proportional to the load until the joint
failed, thereby permitting a certain amount of horizontal
displacement. The deflection was again proportional to the
load. At 1940 pounds the bottom lamination failed in com
pression, resulting in almost one-half inch horizontal move
ment with very little increase in load.
Rafter No. 7
From an inspection of Figure 16 it can be seen that the
resTilts of test Rafters No. 1, No. 3, and No. 6 did not agree
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very closely* Rafter No. 7 was selected wltli a joint in
the center of the top lamination and was used as a check
for the three previous rafters.
The joint failed at a load of 940 pounds. Rafters
No. 3 and No, 6 check closely with the results of Rafter
No. 7. Rafters No. 3 and No. 6 required an ultimate load of
approximately 2000 pounds, while Rafter No. 7 required an
ultimate load of only 1^20 pounds. This difference can be
attributed to the difference in materials. Rafter No. 1
may be disregarded in this comparison.
Figure 29 illustrates the natiire of the failures and
shows that the grain of the wood in laTninations No. 2 and
No. 3 were inclined in the same direction. As soon as
failure started, it carried across the two laminations.
The remaining members were not able to withstand the stress,
and complete failure occurred. As in the case of almost all
rafters, failure occurred all at once and was accompanied
by a loud report.
A shear failure of the glue took place between lamina
tions No. 3 and No. 4. This failure was one of the very few
glue failures observed during the tests.
Rafter No. 8
As previously stated, eight test specimens could be
obtained from the foiir full-size rafters. The top lamina
tion of Rafter No. 8 was removed to make the test specimen
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similar to Rafter No. 5. The removal left this section
composed of 6- 1 3A" x 25/32" laminations with the top
lamination continuous from end to end.
The deflections for Rafter No. 8 were consistently less
than those for Rafter No. 5* Again difference in material
could account for the variation.
Figure 30 shows that the rafter failed in both tension
and compression. The top lamination failed in tension at
a load of 1660 pounds. However, loading was continued to
2240 pounds, when complete failure occurred.
Rafters No. 9, No. 10, and No. 11
These sections were solid members. No. 9 and No. 10
were taken from a 3" x 12" plank and planed down to the
exact size of a laminated rafter composed of 7- 1 3A" x
25/32" laminations. The actual dimensions of such a rafter
are 1 3/4" x 5 l/2". Section No. 11 was a 2" x 6" member
purchased as No. 1 Douglas fir with actual dimensions of
1 5/8" X 5 1/2".
The solid members were included in the series of tests
for the purpose of comparing the strength of the laminated
sections with the strength of solid members. The advantages
of laminated, glued construction are many, provided that
strength equal to that of a solid member can be obtained.
The diagrams of load deflection for the solid members
are shown in Figure 16 along with the same diagrams for the
-Sl-
laminated sections. Rafter No* 9 failed at a load of 2860
pounds which resulted in an extreme fiber stress in bending
of 9700 pounds per square inch. The failure is pictured in
Figure 31. The rafter was almost oon5)letely destroyed, with
the fracture following along the diagonal grain.
Rafter No. 10 was subjected to a concentrated load of
3020 pounds and developed a fiber stress of 10,240 pounds
per square inch. The failure is illustrated in Figure 32
and indicates a compression failure resulting from stress
concentration about a knot near the center of the span.
Figure 33 was intended to show the great amount of bulging
of the wood fibers just adjacent to the knot and the tension
failure in the top lamination.
Rafter No. 11 was the 2" x 6" member. This member was
not carried to con^jlete destruction because excessive lateral
buckling occurred at a load of approximately 2200 pounds.
Figure 34 Indicates that failure would have resulted from a
combination of bearing and shear.
Rafter No. 12
Rafters No. 12, No. 13, and No. I4 were made in the
laboratory by the use of ordinary hand clamps. Glue was
applied to one side of the laminations only. A few 18 gauge
brads were used to hold the laminations in place until the
clamps could be applied.
Figure 35 indicates a tension failure of the top lam
ination with a glue failure occurring between the second
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and the third laminations. The rafter did not compare
favorably with Rafters No. 2 and No, 4. The difference can
be accoimted for by the fact that the commercial rafters
were made by using pressures of approximately 100 poimds
per square inch, while the pressure applied to Rafter No. 12
was much less*
Rafter No. I3
Table V gives the ultimate load carried by Rafter No. 13
as 820 pounds. Glue failures caused an extremely low ultimate
load. An inspection of Figure 36 indicates at least three
major glue failures. The low stress carried by the rafter
indicates that extreme care and great pressure were necessary
for the construction of a dependable rafter.
Rafter No. 14
When the load applied to Rafter No, I4 was 2100 pounds
a fiber stress of 9765 poxinds per square inch resulted.
Figure 37 reveals a tension failure in the top lamination
and a long glue failure between the top and second laminations
Rafter No. I5
Rafters No. I5, No.16, and No. I7 were made by applying
glue to both faces of each lamination. The laminations were
held in place with 18 gauge brads xmtil the hand clamps coTiLd
be applied.
The use of glue on both surfaces indicates an increase
in the strength of Rafter Wo. 1$ over that of Rafter No. 12.
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The two rafters were of identical construction except in
the use of glue. Figiire 38 reveals a tension failure of
the top lamination and a short glue failure between first
and second laminations. However, particles of wood fibers
were torn away with the glue.
Rafter Ho. 16
il joint was provided at the center of the top lamina
tion of Rafter No. I6. Figure 39 illustrates the method of
failure. The fracture occurred at the joint and extended
into the third lamination, th\is reducing the effective depth.
No glue failure was recorded. The ultimate load of 1720
pounds equaled the ultimate load of Rafter No. 3.
Rafter No. I7
Rafter No. 17 was constructed of 6- 1 3/4" x 25/32"
laminations. The fracture was a result of tension failure
in the first and second laminations. The long break between
the third and fourth laminations as shown in Figure A.0 was
not a resxilt of glue failure.
Conclusions.
1. In bent rafter construction it is important that
the best material be used in the extreme fibers,
the outer lamination next to the sheathing, and
the inside lamination. Lower grade material may
be used in the intermediate laminations.
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2. The horizontal shearing strength of glue exceeds
the shearing strength of wood«
3. Grlued members with the top lamination continuous
throughout the 10'-O" length resulted in stiffness
equal to a solid member of the same dimensions.
4. A joint in the center of the top lamination reduced
both the strength and stiffness of members.
5. A section with the top lamination continuous is
three times as strong as a section with a joint in
the center of the top lamination.
6. A section composed of 6- 1 3/4" x 25/32" laminations
is twice as strong as a section composed of 7-
1 3/4" X 25/32" laminations where the top lamina
tions are Joined at the center of the span. (Com
parison based upon the load required to produce
first failure.)
7. Laminations should be as long as possible in order
to reduce the number of joints to a minimum.
8. Joints should not be close to the ends of a member.
Where possible, they should be at points of minimum
bending moment.
9. After failure of one or more laminations the rafter
can be expected to carry increased load up to a
certain point. However, excessive deflection may
occur.
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10. When rafters are constructed by the use of cold
casein glue and clamped in a form luider pressure
of approximately 100 pounds per square inch,
nails and bolts are not necessary.
11. From the results of these tests no conqparison can
be attempted as to the effect of initial bending
stress upon the final strength of a rafter section,
12. Applying the glue to both faces of the lamination
increased the strength of the glued joint.
Shape to provide stability under dead loads
Selection of loads. The loads classed as dead loads
are those resulting from the weight of the rafters, sheath
ing and roof covering. These loads produce bending stresses
in the rafters if their line of thrust falls outside the
boundaries of the material. V/henever the bending stresses
are of considerable magnitude the ridge has a tendency to
sag. The weight of pine sheathing (16) is given as 4-0
pounds per square foot. Cedar shingles weigh about 2.0 (20)
pounds per square foot, and the weight of the rafters con
stitute another 1.5 pounds per square foot. The total dead
weight has been taken as 7*0 poiuids per square foot for the
purpose of the following calculations.
Glued, laminated, bent rafters of the latest design are
made for two types of barn construction: (1) rafters
continuous from the sill to the ridge, and (2) rafters
-S8-
extending from tlie mow floor to the ridge. The latter type
is intended for use on bams with a masonry wall extending
to the mow floor. ' The stresses resulting from dead loads
will be analyzed first for the type of rafter extending from
the mow floor to the ridge, and secondly for the type of
rafter extending from the sill to the ridge.
Dead loads are uniformly distributed loads, but for the
purpose of calciilation it is much better to consider them
as concentrated loads acting at the center of gravity of a
section. A rafter of the type under consideration is approxi
mately 30'-0" in length. This rafter, divided into ten
sections, gives a length per section along the rafter of
By using a rafter spacing of 2'-0" and a weight of 7.0 pounds
per square foot, a dead load of 42 pounds per section re
sults. These loads are shown in Figure 4I.
The second type of glued, laminated, bent rafter con
struction is the rafter made continuous from the sill to the
ridge. These rafters are approximately 36*-0" in length.
^Vhen divided into ten sections, the length along the rafter
per section is 3.6 feet. Vftien a rafter spacing of 2'-0" and
a weight of 7.0 pounds per square foot were used, a dead
load of 50 pounds per section resulted. The weights used
are shown in Figure 42. These loads were calculated for a
design of the type recommended by the Midwest Plan Service
(2).
-89-
Resulting bending moment and fiber stress. A building
such as a barn is an indeterminate structure. Each member
is either nailed or bolted to some other member and the
amount of stress transmitted betv/een members is very dif
ficult to determine-
Because of the indeterminate nature of a barn, certain
assumptions regarding the behavior of the structure are
necessary before a stress analysis can be atten5)ted. The
fewer the assumptions necessary the more exact the solution.
Also, the closer the assumptions approach actual field con
ditions the more valuable the solution.
In Figure 4I the rafter was treated as a three-hinged
arch. Since the rafters are usually fastened at the mow floor
with modern connectors, these points can be assumed to be
hinged. The third hinge is at the ridge. The force polygon
was drawn for the dead loads and the equilibrium polygon
passed through the three hinges as at these three points no
bending could result. A hinge is capable of resisting only
thrust and shear. The equilibrium polygon now represents
the exact position of the line of thrust. By obtaining the
magnitude of the thrust from the force polygon and sceiling
the perpendicular distance to the thrust, the resulting
bending moment can be obtained at any section.
The greatest eccentricity occurs about five feet below
the ridge and is equal to I.4 feet. The fiber stress
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caused by this ecoentricity is only ahcut 265 pounds per
square inch for the cross-section composed of 7- 1 3/4" 2:
25/32" laminations. The fiber stress is not critical.
The type of construction shown in Figxire 42 may be
analyzed as a three-hinged arch. The usual method of '
toenailing the ends of the rafters to the sill makes it
possible to treat the joint as a hinge. Ten concentrated
loads of 50 pounds each were applied to each rafter section.
The fiber stress resulting from the eccentricity is about 59O
pounds per square inch. This second analysis was con^ileted
for the purpose of comparison. In actual conditions the
mow floor is fastened to the side of the rafters and pro
vides considerable support. The bending moments produced
would be considerably less than that shown as a result of
dead loads only. However, if the support provided by the
mow floor permitted considerable movement of the rafters,
the bending moments would approach those shown.
The conclusions that may be drawn from this part of
the investigation are:
1. It is impossible to secure a shape such that
the line of thrust falls entirely within the
boundaries of the material when the reifter
sections are composed of circular arcs.
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2. IfZlien a 33»-0" radius is used, the fiber stress
resulting from the dead loads is not critical
and should not produce sagging at the ridge.
3. The mow floor contributes toward the reduction
of bending moments in a rafter which is
continuous from the sill to the ridge-
Investigation of reactions and bending moments
Object of the study. The purpose of this section of
the investigation was to determine the magnitude and direc
tion of the reactions and bending moments resulting from
probable wind loads. A structure has been treated in the
following manner:
1. As a solid block resting upon a foundation and
anchored against horizontal movement, but not
against vertical movement.
2. As a three-hinged arch extending from the mow
floor to the ridge and subjected to a wind load
of 70 m-p.h-
3. As a three-hinged arch extending from the sill
to the ridge and subjected to a wind load of
70 m.p.h.
4. As a structure supported by a foundation of in
finite cross-section with the support attached
to the rafters at the mow floor.
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Prel^T^^.nary consicleration. Since the wind loads pro
duce the largest stresses in a barn frame, the question of
wliat wind velocity to use in design calculations is a very
important consideration. The highest recorded wind velocity
in the state of Iov;a is given as 66 m.p.h. (3)- This value
is an average velocity over a five-minute period. No doubt
for short periods of time this velocity is exceeded as a
result of gusty winds. A wind velocity of 70 m.p.h* has
been selected for the purpose of wind stress calculations.
By using this wind velocity in the formula
V" .001189 (22V)^ ,
a wind pressure normal to a vertical surface of 12.53
pounds per square foot is obtained. The pressure normal to
a vertical surface is changed into a pressure normal to an
inclined surface by the use of the wind pressure distribu
tion diagram as shown in Figure 9- The rafter has been
divided into ten sections of equal lengths and the velocity
pressure multiplied by the average resistance coefficient
over the section. Figure gives the combined dead and
wind loads for the rafter under consideration.
The combined loads result in an overturning moment.
A vertical force of 64 pounds is necessary to hold the
barn down on the windward side, while a vertical force of
280 pounds is necessary to hold the barn up on the leeward
side. These values were obtained by taking simple moments
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about each, end of the rafter at the sill* A check v^as ob
tained by combining the reactions that result from dead
loads only and wind loads only as shown in Figures 42 and
45. The forces necessary to resist overtiiming are very
important from the standpoint of determining the conditions
of end support for theoretical calculations.
Stress analysis. R. Gray (10) has outlined the following
procedure for use in designing against wind loads:
"Design of any structure which is required to resist
pressTire or other forces due to wind falls naturally into
four stages:
1. Estimating the speed of the wind and the forces
exerted thereby on the structiire
2. Calculating the moments, shears and thrusts
Induced in the members of the structure
3. Selecting suitable members to resist these forces
4. Designing connections between the members and
such details as bases and, sometimes,
foundations."
This outline applies to farm buildings as well as to
steel structures. The speed of the wind has already been
determined and the next step is to determine the moments,
shears, and thrusts induced in the members as a result of
combined wind and dead loads.
The rafter has been analyzed as a three-hinged arch
-97-
exbending from the mow floor to the ridge. Several attempts
were made to secure a solution to the problem by the use of
combined loading, but the nature of the structure and the
direction of the applied loads gave intersections that could
not be handled on the ordinary sheet of drawing paper.
Since dead load stresses had previously been detertained, the
decision was made to treat the wind loads separately and
combine the results. Figure illustrates the solution of
the problem. The wind direction has been assumed to be
from the left with a velocity of 70 m.p.h. The force
polygon was plotted by the use of the applied loads, and the
equilibrium polygon was made to pass through the three
hinges. The equilibrium polygon now represents the manner
in vdiich the applied loads are transmitted to the supports.
Since only one equilibrivim polygon can be drawn through
the three points, the component Oa represents the correct
reaction at A while the component Ou represents the correct
reaction at B. The magnitude of the bending moment at any
section is calculated as before: by obtaining the amount
of thrust in pounds from the force polygon, scaling the
perpendicular distance from the section to the thrust in
feet, and obtaining their product to give foot pounds bending
moment. The bending moments at the sections are plotted
in Figure 44. The direction and magnitude of the reactions
resulting from the combined dead loads and wind loads re
veal that very little lifting effect is exerted upon a
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rafter of this type at a wind velocity of 70 m.p.h. However,
at any higher wind velocity considerable lifting effect would
be exerted. At 70 m.p.h, the dead loads just balance the
vertical component of the wind loads.
Figure 45 illustrates the resulting reactions and bend
ing moments when the rafter is treated as a three-hinged
arch extending from the sill to the ridge. The solution to
the problem is the same as previously described. The wind
loads and dead loads were treated separately. The reactions
produced by the dead loads tend to equalize the reactions
produced by the wind loads, but even so, the supports are
required to hold the roof down as well as up during a wind
storm where the wind reaches a velocity of 70 m.p.h. The
bending moments produced by the dead loads are almost neg
ligible when compared to the bending moments produced by
the wind loads.
During this investigation of the glued, laminated, bent
rafter. Test (17) states: "Analysis of the internal stresses
in this type of rafter is somewhat Involved, but it may be
expected that the maximum bending moment will occur at the
plate joint, since the action of the rafter is similar to
that of a cantilever beam, although it is not rigidly fixed
at that point."
Even though the stress analysis is somewhat involved,
an attempt has been made to determine the actual stresses
in a rafter section wfaich extends from the sill to the ridge.
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The principal assimptions used in this analysis are: (1)
rafters are securely fastened at the mow floor and at the
sill; (2) no horizontal or vertical displacement occurs at
either point. These conditions provide rigid support at the
mow floor. This rigid support can he maintained if suffi
cient bracing is supplied to the end of the barn. Once a
condition of fixed ends is assumed, the elastic curved beam
theory can be applied to the arch, and values can be obtained
for the thrust and shear at the ridge. From the thrust and
shear at the ridge the bending moments at any section can be
obtained. The method and theory used is that outlined by
Cau^hey (4) in his text, "Reinforced Concrete."
In the solution of problems that involve arches there
are generally three quantities to be obtained, namely:
thrust, shear, and moment. In order to solve for three un-
Icnowns, it is necessary to have three equations which may be
solved simultaneously* The ridge joint in a glued, laminated,
bent rafter is not sufficiently rigid to transmit bending
moment; therefore this point must be considered hinged. The
unlcnowns are now reduced to two, namely: the thrust and shear
at the ridge. The table in Figure ^6 presents the entire
procedure used in obtaining the two imknov/n quantities. After
this thrust and shear have been obtained, the comraon pole
point can be established for the purpose of drawing the equi-
librixmi polygon. Once established, the equilibrium polygon
-102-
oan be lased to determine the bending moment at any section.
A bending moment diagram is shown in Figure 46 and should be
compared with the bending moment diagram obtained when the
rafter was considered as a three-hinged arch.
Results of stress aneilysis. The third step in the de
sign of any structure as outlined by Gray (10) is the selec
tion of suitable members to resist the forces imposed by the
applied loads.
The results of the stress analysis as presented in
Figures 4I to 46 include forces resulting from dead loads,
wind loads, and combined dead and wind loads. The members, to
resist these forces, must be capable of withstanding the
maximum stresses developed.
As a result of the overturning effect, the sill support
will first be called upon to resist a vertical lifting force
of 64 pounds on the windward side and a vertical compressive
force of 280 pounds on the leeward side. The ordinary toe-
nailed joint using four l6d nails driven into a sill composed
of two 2" X 6" members is capable of safely resisting a verti
cal pull of 450 pounds (19). For a 70 m.p.h. wind the
ordinary joint has a factor of safety of seven.
The use of vertical siding is also suggested as an added
factor of safety. Studs are usually spaced 2*-0" o.c. along
the length of the sill. This spacing allov/s for at least six
nails per rafter to aid in holding the stud to the sill. The
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Application of Elastic Curved Beam Theory
to Gothic Arch Rafter
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lateral resistance of siz 12d nails would add another 384
pounds (19) to the strength of the Joint at the sill.
In addition to the vertical component, each sill joint
must resist its share of the horizontal components of the
applied loads* Dead loads are assiomed to act vertically,
and no horizontal components result. In the case of the wind
loads the conditions are different. The resulting forces have
both horizontal and vertical C0ii5)0nent3. As shown in Figure
41, the horizontal components of the v;ind load were very
nearly 1000 pounds. This fact means that each support must
provide resistance to at least 5OO pounds for a wind velocity
of 70 m.p.h. The safe lateral load for wire nails as sug
gested by "Wood Handboolc" (I9) can be expressed by the formula
• 3/2
p = K D . Four l6d nails are usually used to toenail a
rafter to the sill. The safe lateral load for such a joint
would be 300 pounds. However, a factor of safety between
safe load and ultimate load of 6 to 1 for coniferous woods
and 11 to 1 for hardwood is provided. Joints made from
Douglas fir will have a safety factor of not over 3 to 1 in
a 70 m.p.h, wind.
The analysis as outlined in Figure 44 applies only to
those cases where the rafters are supported by a masonry wall
at the mow floor. A modern connector is usually used to
fasten the rafter to the side of the joist and provide a
hinged joint. The reactions necessary to hold this roof on
its foundation are shown for wind loads only and for combined
-106-
dead and wind loads. The combined dead and wind load forces
are the ones of greatest interest, because the dead loads
are always present to help counteract the lifting force of
the wind.
]For a wind velocity of 70 m.p.h. the dead loads almost
cancel the vertical lifting force of the v/ind and the wind
ward reaction is almost horizontal, while the leeward reaction
must provide a vertical component of approximately 100 pounds.
Each reaction must resist a horizontal component of about 35O
pounds. This force can safely be resisted by four l6d nails.
The bending moment resulting from the wind loads is
shown in tabular form in Figure and the maximum bending
moments are indicated on the bending moment diagram. The
rafter section must be capable of resisting the maximum
stresses. The fiber stress resulting from the bending moment
of 2350 foot pounds is almost 3200 pounds per square inch,
A factor of safety of at least tv/o is provided in the com
mercial rafter of the type tested during this investigation.
The results shown in Figure 45 are similar to those shown
in Figure UU except that the reactions and bending moments are
much greater as a result of the Increased rafter length and
an addition of wind loads between the mov; floor and the sill.
The reactions are the same as those discussed in connection
with the overturning effect. The maximum bending moment is
4228 foot pounds. The fiber stress approaches the ultimate
-107-
strengtli of the coinraercial rafters tested.
When rafters are made continuous from the sill to the
ridge, the mow floor must provide considerable support and
reduce the bending stresses, as shown in Figure 45.
The elastic curved beam theory is one method of deter
mining the stresses in the members of a Gothic bam roof.
The assumption has been made that the mow floor is suffi
ciently rigid to transmit the horizontal forces to the ends
of the barn. A separate heading has been reserved for the
justification for this assumption.
The results of this analysis show a considerable redis
tribution of the bending moment in the rafter. The maximum
bending moment of 25I8 foot pounds occurs at the leeward
support. This bending produces a fiber stress of over 34OO
pounds per square inch. This provides a factor of safety of
almost 3 for the prefabricated rafters.
Based upon the results of this theoretical analysis,
the fiber stress causing failure of the rafter investigated
by Test (1?) was 8^00 pounds per square inch.
Some consideration has been given to the matter of re
distribution of the material in the rafter to the points of
maximum bending moment. This redistribution would be desir
able from the standpoint of economy of material. The rafter
should be stronger and more rigid by changing the cross-
section in accordance with the requirements of the bending
-108-
moment. At a point about 9»-0" above the mow floor the
bending moment changes sign. The maximum bending moment from
this point to the ridge is about 95O foot pounds. This re
duced bending moment would allow for the removal of at least
two laminations without materially reducing the stiffness.
As a final consideration, the horizontal shear developed
at the neutral axis was investigated. Horizontal shear In
long beams is not generally a controlling factor. Extreme
fiber stress in bending usually controls. The general equa
tion for horizontal shear is expressed by the formiila Sg «
The magnitude of the maximum vertical shear was obtained by
scaling the perpendicular component of the thrust at each
section. A maximm value for 400 pounds was used and substi
tuted into the above equation, A maximum value for the hori
zontal shear of 40 pounds per square Inch resulted. The safe
allowable shearing stress for wood has been given as 120
po\md3 per square inch, eind glue is capable of v/ithstanding
several times this amount. Horizontal shearing stresses
are not of major concern.
Conclusions. The following conclusions seem apparent from
the results of the stress analysis of a (Gothic arch bam roof.
1. For a wind velocity of 70 m,p,h. the overturning
moment is equal to 2200 foot pounds. The windward
reaction must resist a vertical lifting force of
65 pounds.
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2. The bending stresses produced by the dead loads
are not critical and are almost negligible when
compared with the bending stresses produced by
the wind.
3. The maximum bending stress produced by the wind
in a rafter extending from the mow floor to the
ridge is 2350 foot pounds.
4. In this rafter the maximum bending occurs at a point
14'-0" above the mow floor on the leeward side.
5. When the rafter is assumed to be a three-hinged arch
extending from the sill to the ridge, the maximum
bending stress produced is 4228 foot pounds.
6. In this case the maximum bending occurs at a point
14*-0" above the sill on the windward side.
7. When the rafter is assumed to be rigidly supported
at the mow floor the maximum bending stress pro
duced by the combined wind and dead loads is 2^18
foot pounds.
8. When the rafters are securely fastened to the mow
floor and sill, a condition of rigid support
results.
9. The maximum fiber stress induced in the rafter under
these conditions is 3400 poiinds per square inch for
a rafter composed of 7- 1 3/4" x 25/32" laminations,
10. A factor of safety of three is provided against
such bending stress, provided the rafter does not
-110-
have a Joint occurring in the outside lamination
near the point of support.
11. Horizontal shearing stresses are not of major
importance in glued, laminated, bent rafter sec
tions •
Support provided by the mow floor
The Gothic arch bam roof has rafters that extend from
the sill to the ridge. Experience has shown that this type
of construction welds the structure into a unit that is
capable of resisting the ordinary stresses and strains that
might normally be put upon it without any appreciable varia
tion in alignment in any direction. Since the rafters are
fastened to the mow floor, support is provided against hori
zontal displacement. The horizontal forces are carried to
the ends of the barn where sufficient bracing can be in
stalled to prevent any change in vertical alignment.
The ability of the mow floor to transmit horizontal
forces will depend upon the direction of the flooring, the
number and size of nails used, the holding power of each
nail, variations in strength of the wood, defects in the wood,
variations in worlananship, and variation in the load appli
cation. Since the strength of a simple beam varies as the
square of the depth, the stresses imposed upon the mow floor
will be exceedingly small. Because the stresses are small,
the great number of variables is of minor importance.
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The stress induced in the mow floor as a result of wind
loads can he calculated on the basis of a solid beam whose
length is equal to the length of the barn and whose depth
is equal to the width of the barn*
For a wind velocity of 70 m.p.h. the velocity pressure
is 16.2 pounds per square foot. This force distributed over
a rafter length of 14'-0" results in a load of 22? pounds
per foot of bam length. The bending moment produced at the
center of the span would be equal to 116,224 foot pounds or
li394>688 inch pounds. The fiber stress produced in a beam
one inch wide, 3A- feet deep, and Su feet long would be:
BM « SZ S = M
Z W
S = 6 X 1,3941688 50 lbs. per sq. in.
1 I (34 i 12J2
From the calculations given above, it would seem that
the mow floor is sufficiently rigid to transmit all the hori
zontal forces to the ends of the bam.
Support provided by the sill joint
During the stress analysis the sill joint was assumed
to be sufficiently rigid to resist all the forces imposed
upon it. However, when the rafter is supported by the joist
at the mow floor and fastened at the sill, the bending
moment developed by the wind loads imposes another horizontal
force at the sill which has not been taken into account.
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The magnitude of this horizontal force may be obtained by
dividing the bending moment at the mow floor by the dis
tance from the sill to the mow floor. For a 70 m,p.h, wind
this force would be:
2518 + 5-5 " 460 pounds
The safe lateral load for a 2" x 6" stud toenailed to
a 4" X 6" sill with four 16d nails is 300 pounds. A factor
of safety of six was provided in this calculation. A load
of 460 pomds upon the sill joint reduces the factor of
safety from six to four. Since wind loads are imposed for
compearatively short periods a factor of safety of fo\ir should
be sufficient. However, since no actual test data are avail
able, it was believed that laboratory tests on the sill joint
should be conducted.
Tests of sill joints
Introduction. The fourth step in the design of any
structure is to design connections between members. The
common method of toenailing the rafter to the sill has re
ceived a great deal of criticism.
The final step in the experimental study was the design,
construction, and testing of full-scale sill joints. Seven
different joints were tested. While four of the joints
were of new designs, the remaining three v/ere the conven
tional toenailed Joints.
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The testing frame. The apparatus used was designed
and constructed for the purpose of testing members, joints,
and roof trusses in connection with the study of wind loss
and grain storage problems. The two steel frames shown in
Figure 47 were redesigned and set on the concrete founda
tion shown in Figure 46. Steel angle irons were embedded
in the concrete and the distance between the frames was
made adjustable. A number of 2" x 10^ planks were placed
between the frames for the purpose of holding the test speci
men in position while the loads were applied by placing
sandbags in baskets suspended from cables. Figure 49 shows
the completed testing frame.
Method of procedure. The results of the stress analy
sis indicated that the windward sill joint must provide
resistance to a vertical lifting force as well as to a hori
zontal force. The leeward sill joint must resist a vertical
compressive force and a horizontal force.
Since a structure such as a Gothic arch barn can be no
stronger than its weakest joint, the windward sill joint
was selected for fiirther investigation.
In ordinary barn construction at every three or four
feet the sill is bolted to a concrete foundation. The
rafters then rest upon the sill and are securely toenailed.
The procedure used in this investigation was reversed. The
rafter was securely fastened and held rigidly in place by
IJXTUl&L &BACIN& OlAl^eAM
AAK-*rN4c -SecT
10w» • "• yAT t *C«iAj^
A*Mr^,- Iowa
Eaptec 'Testins 'Feawe
p»oj. e» .iiJLv
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Figure 47* Details of Rafter Testing Frame
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a 2" X 6" brace 5'-0" in length, as shovm in Figure 51, Load
was applied in a horizontal direction by means of an evener
and clevis attached to the sill. In actual practice the
rafter tends to more away from the sill, while in the test
setup the sill moved away from the rafter. The vertical
component of the load was supplied by placing sandbags in
a basket suspended from a cable and passing through a pulley
placed directly over the joint.
Three types of full-size sill joints were constructed.
The sill was composed of 2" x 6" members 2'-0" in length.
Six rafters were made of 7" 1 3/4" x 25/32" laminations, as
would be used in actual practice, while the seventh rafter
was a solid 2" x 6" member. Figure 50 illustrates the con
struction details used in making the sill joints.
Results. The results of the tests of sill joints will
be discussed separately.
Sill Joint No. 1
The design used in Joint No. 1 is new and was used in
an attempt to secure more resistance to horizontal forces.
Two triangular members made by sawing along a diagonal of
a 2" X 2" were glued and nailed to the sill. The end of
the rafter was shaped to fit into the trough formed by the
triangular members. The joint was held together by means
of two l6d nails driven at an angle through the rafter
Eor+«r-
r-tWxtVsz
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composed of 7- 1 3/4" x 25/32" laminations. One nail was
driven from each. side.
A constant vertical lifting force of 60 pounds was ap
plied to the sill while the horizontal force was applied
in 50-poxmd increments until failure occurred.
Sandbags were added to the basket until a load of 1700
povmds v/as reached. Since the safe stress for the I/8"
nineteen strand flexible cable had been exceeded, loading was
discontinued. X''igure shows the test ecLuipment, and Figure
52 shows the effect upon the Joint at the final loading. The
sill had loosened from the rafter and lifted about 3/4 of an
inch, but was still capable of resisting more horizontal load,
The joint was pried apart for the purpose of inspecting the
effect upon the nails and triangular bearing plates. In a
70 m.p.h. wind, this joint has a factor of safety of at least
3, the computation being based upon the results of the
structural analysis.
Sill Joint Ko, 2
Joint No. 2 was also a new design created in an attempt
to secure a construction capable of withstanding horizontal
forces. One triangular bearing plate made from a 2" x 2"
was glued and nailed to the sill. Glue was also applied to
the sill over an area approximately equal to the area of
the rafter. Tv/o l6d nails were used to fasten the rafter to
the sill and provide the necessary pressure for holding the
-120-
jolnt together until the glue had dried.
In the basket were placed 1600 pounds of sandbags.
Apparently a good glued joint had been obtained because the
glue was not brolcen and the joint vjas in perfect condition
when removed from the frame. Figure 56 illustrates the
condition of the joint after it had been subjected to the
testing procedure.
Sill Joint No. 3
Joint No, 3 was made by toenailing a solid 2" x 6" stud
to the sill. S'our l6d nails were used, tv;o on each side.
Failure was first noticed at a loading of 95O pounds. The
picture shown in Figure 53 was taken at a loading of II90
pounds and complete failure, as shown in Figure 54, occurred
at a load of 1350 pounds. The two nails towards the load
were pulled throiigh the end of the stud and can be seen in
Figure 54.
Sill Joint No. 4
Six l6d nails were used to fasten the stud to the sill
in Joint No. 4. Increased strength resulted from the use of
the two extra nails because no noticeable movement occurred
until a loading of IO5O pounds had been reached. The pic
ture shown in Figure 55 was taken at a load of 1600 pounds.
Loading was continued up to I7OO pounds when the spindle
supporting one of the pulleys failed. After a careful in
spection of the testing apparatus the decision was made
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to use loads up to 1600 potinds. Rafter No. 4 had lifted
ahout 1/2 inch on the side away from the load but was still
capable of resisting more load.
Sill Joint No. 5
The construction used in Joint No. 5 was the same as
that used in Joint No. 1, except that glue was applied to
the sill over an area approximately equal to the area of
the end of the rafter. Also one 6d nail was driven through
the triangular bracing plate into the edge of the stud in
an attempt to secure a good glued joint.
A vertical force of 100 pounds was applied to the last
three joints in place of the 60-pound load vdiich previously
was used. In addition to this vertical load, the joint
withstood a horizontal load of 1600 pounds and showed no
signs of failure when removed from the testing frame. The
glued joint was in perfect condition and from all appear
ances would withstand several times the load in5)0sed \ipon
it. Figure 56 shows the joint at the time it was removed
from the testing frame.
Sill Joint No. 6
This joint was constructed in the same manner as that
used in Joint No. 2 except that no glue was applied to the
joint. Four l6d nails were used to toenail the stud to the
sill. This joint was subjected to a horizontal load of I6OO
pounds and a vertical load of 100 pounds. Figure 57 shows
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the condition of the joint after the 1600 pound load was
applied. The sill had lifted about 1/2 inch from the end
of the stud. An additional load of several hundred pounds
would be necessary to pix)duce con^lete failure of this
joint.
Sill Joint No. 7
The ordinary method of fastening a rafter to the sill
was used in Joint No. 7. Four l6d nails were used. Failure
was first noticed at a load of 1000 pounds. Figure 58 illus
trates the condition of the joint after applying a load of
1500 pounds. One nail was pulled through the end of the stud.
The condition of the seven sill joints after having been
subjected to test is shown in Figure $9. All but Joint No. 1
were just as taken from the testing frame. Joint No. 1 was
pulled apart for the purpose of observing the condition of
the nails. Figure 60 illustrates the loading basket after
1600 pounds of sandbags were placed in it. Table YJ presents
the results of these tests in tabular form.
Since the loads were applied by flexible wire rope and
ball bearing pialleys, it was necessary to determine the
friction in the rope and pulleys. A spring balance with a
meiximum capacity of 200 pounds was installed between the load
and the point of application. Known loads were placed in
the basket, and the readings of the spring balance v/ere
recorded. The spring balance registered I98 pounds when a
-125-
n
Figure 59. Condition of Sill Joints
After Testing
Figure 60, Loading Basket
Sill
Joint
No.
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Table VI
Results of Tests on Sill Joints
Specifications
Start of
Failure
Lbs •
2 Triangular bear
ing members placed
flush with each 1000
edge of sill.
2- l6d nails used.
1 triangular bearing
member placed in No
center of sill. 2- fall
ied nails and glue ure
used at joint.
2"x6" solid stud
toenailed to sill. 950
4- l6d nails used.
6- l6d nails used
to fasten stud to
sill.
Same as Joint Ko.l
except glue used
in addition to
nails.
1 triangular bear
ing member placed
in center of sill,
l6d nails used
to toenail stud to
sill.
1050
No
fail
ure
1400
4- l6d nails used
to toenail rafter 1000
to the sill.
Ultimate
Load
Lbs • Remarks
Joint withstood
load of 1700 lbs,
1900 without complete
failm'e. Lifted
about 3/4 inch.
Joint in perfect
No condition after
fail- having been sub-
ure Jected to a load
of 1600 lbs.
Two nails pulled
1350 through the end
of the stud.
Sill lifted 1/2"
1700 at final load.
Joint in perfect
No condition when
fail- removed from the
ure frame.
Sill lifted
No about 1/2 inch
fail- after a load of
xire 1600 pounds.
Sill pulled from
1500 stud. One nail
remaining in the
stud.
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load of 200 poimds was placed in the basket. The same set
of pulleys and cables had been calibrated previoiisly by
Clark (5). The percentage of error was 11/2 per cent for
a load of 500 pounds. This variation was well within the
allowable error and no corrections were made*
Conclusions» The following statements of facts are
justified from the results of these tests:
1. The ordinaiy method of fastening the rafter to
the sill has a factor of safety of two for a
70 m.p.h, wind.
2. The use of a small quantity of glue increases the
strength of the Joint many times.
3. The sill joint has sufficient strength to resist
the horizontal components of the wind loads.
The use of triangular -bseteiaig members increases
the strength of the joint over that of the
ordinary method of fastening.
5. The sill Joint is capable of providing the neces
sary support to balance the bending moment induced
in the rafter at the mow floor.
6. Six l6d nails did not add materially to the strength
of the joint over that provided by four l6d nails.
-128-
SUm&iRY
!• A review of the wind loss statistics was conducted to
show the magnitude and distribution of v/ind damage#
2. The requirements of the barn roof were discussed.
3. The methods of determining wind pressure distribution
were reviewed.
4. The study of the elastic properties of glued, laminated
rafter sections is justified by: (1) the increased use
of the glued, laminated, bent rafter; (2) the results
of the statistical study.
5* The deterioration of glue under service conditions was
investigated.
6. The effect of joints upon the elastic properties of a
glued, laminated rafter section was determined.
7* The roof shape now in use was analyzed for bending stresses
8. The magnitude of reactions and bending moments resulting
from combined dead and wind loads were determined.
9, The support that the mow floor was capable of providing
to the rafters was discussed.
10. The strength of the nev/ and conventional designs of sill
joints was tested to obtain a comparison of their
structural performance.
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.CONCLUSIONS
1. The quality of the glue used in bent rafter con
struction will not be appreciably affected by eight years
of service conditions. The resiilts of the short beam
tests and pure shear tests show the shearing strength of
glue to be approzimately 500 to 550 pounds per square inch
eifter a period of eight years♦ Since the allowable shear
ing strength of wood as given by "Wood Handbook" (19) is
about 120 pounds per square inch, the glue provides a factor
of safety of 5. The results of the structural aneilysis
show that the maximum horizontal shearing stresses will not
exceed 4O pounds per square inch for a wind velocity of
70 m-p.h. The glue provides a factor of safety of 12 to
such a shearing stress*
2. A Joint in the outer lamination seriously affects
the strength of a glued, laminated rafter section. The
resiats of tests on full-size rafter sections 10«-0" in
length show that the strength of a rafter section with the
top lamination continuous is three times as strong as a
similar section with a joint in the center of the span.
These tests also show that a section with the outer lamina
tions continuous throughout its length has a stiffness
equal to that of a solid member of equal dimensions.
-X30-
A section composed of six laminations with the top lamina
tion continuous throughout the length of the rafter is twice
as strong as a section composed of seven laminations but
having the top lamination joined in the center. (Comparison
is based upon the load that caused the initial failure.)
3. Rafters No. 1 to No. 8, inclusive, were taken from
full-size rafters manufactured by a commercial oompanj and
sawed into two 10'-8" sections. The tests of these rafter
sections show that prefabricated rafters made in a manu
facturing plant under controlled conditions and by careful
workmen should give years of satisfactory service to the
users. Also, the results of testing rafter sections No, 1
to No. 8, inclusive, show that when rafters are constructed
by the use of cold casein glue and clamped in a form under
a pressure of approximately 100 pounds per square inch,
nails and bolts are not necessary.
4. A shape in which the line of thrust falls entirely
within the boundaries of the material is impossible when the
sections are composed of circular arcs.
5. The results of the stress analysis show that a bam
foundation is required to hold a building down as well as up
during a 70 m.p.h. wind. For a rafter spacing of 2'-0" on
center, the windward sill joint must v/ithstand a vertical
lifting force of 65 pounds, while the leeward sill joint
must withstand a vertical comprsssive force of 280 pounds.
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The ordinary method of fastening provides strength to with
stand such forces.
6. The bending stresses produced by the dead loads are
not critical and are almost negligible when compared with
the bending stresses produced by the wind.
7. The bending stresses produced by a 70 m.p.h. wind
are as follov/s:
a. A maxirama bending moment of 235O foot pounds
is produced when the rafter is considered to
be a three-hinged arch extending from the mow
floor to the ridge. The maximum bending mo
ment occurs at a point 14*-0" above the mow
floor on the leeward side*
b. A maximiua bending moment of 4228 foot pounds
is produced when the rafter is considered to
be a three-hinged arch extending from the
sill to the ridge. The maximum bending mo
ment occurs at a point 14'-0" above the sill
on the windward side,
c. A maximum bending moment of 2518 foot pounds
is produced when the rafter is considered to
be rigidly supported at the mow floor. The
bending moment occurs at the mow
floor, A rafter composed of 7- 1 3/4" x 25/32"
laminations is subjected to a fiber stress of
-132-
3400 pounds per square inch. The rafter is
capable of resisting stresses of over 9OOO
pounds per square inch, or three times the
stresses produced by a 70 m.p.h, wind, the
figures being based upon the results of test
ing the full-size sections. Since the wind
pressure varies as the square of the velocity,
a ftill-size rafter can resist a wind velocity
of 110 m.p.h.
8. A few facts are presented based upon the resiilts
of the tests on sill joints. The ordinary toenailed sill
joint provides a factor of safety of two during a 70 m.p.h,
wind. The use of a small qxiantity of glue greatly increases
the strength of a sill joint as shown by the resiilts of
testing Joints No. 2 and No. 5- The design used in Joints
No» 1, No* 2, No# 5j No. 6 proved superior to the con
ventional toenailed joint. The sill joint can be made suf
ficiently rigid to resist the horizontal forces of a 70 m.p.h.
wind. Six l6d nails did not add materially to the' strength
of the joints over that provided by four l6d nails.
•L
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